Role of the charge, carbon chain length, and content of surfactant on the skin penetration of meloxicam-loaded liposomes

Abstract: The objective of this study was to investigate the influence of surfactant charge, surfactant carbon chain length, and surfactant content on the physicochemical characteristics (ie, vesicle size, zeta potential, elasticity, and entrapment efficiency), morphology, stability, and in vitro skin permeability of meloxicam (MX)-loaded liposome. Moreover, the mechanism for the liposome-enhanced skin permeation of MX was determined by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and differential scanning calorimetry. The model formulation used in this study was obtained using a response surface method incorporating multivariate spline interpolation (RSM-S). Liposome formulations with varying surfactant charge (anionic, neutral, and cationic), surfactant carbon chain length (C4, C12, and C16), and surfactant content (10%, 20%, and 29%) were prepared. The formulation comprising 29% cationic surfactant with a C16 chain length was found to be the optimal liposome for the transdermal delivery of MX. The skin permeation flux of the optimal formulation was 2.69-fold higher than that of a conventional liposome formulation. Our study revealed that surfactants affected the physicochemical characteristics, stability, and skin permeability of MX-loaded liposomes. These findings provide important fundamental information for the development of liposomes as transdermal drug delivery systems.
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Introduction

Meloxicam (MX) is an effective nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug for reducing pain and inflammatory symptoms.1–3 Long-term therapy with high doses of MX can lead to gastrointestinal side effects such as upset stomach, indigestion, ulceration, and bleeding.4 Moreover, the high content of organic solvent in the MX formulation5,6 limits its safety for skin delivery. Therefore, the development of MX as a transdermal drug delivery (TDD) candidate presents many challenges.

Since the first report that lipid vesicles incorporating sodium cholate as a surfactant could penetrate deep into intact skin to deliver drugs,7 the use of surfactants in liposome formulations as penetration enhancers for the TDD of various drugs has attracted considerable interest. Numerous formulations have incorporated various types of surfactants in liposome bilayers. Although the use of cationic surfactants in liposomes has been reported to enhance the skin delivery of several drugs,8–11 anionic surfactants in liposomes are also effective in improving skin delivery.12–14 The influence of surfactants on the effectiveness of liposomes for skin delivery remains a much-debated question. Herein, liposome delivery systems must be designed and evaluated on a case-by-case basis because surfactants exhibit a diverse variety of hydrophilic head groups and
lipophilic carbon chain lengths. Thus, comparisons of previous research on liposome formulations composed of various surfactant types are difficult to make. Furthermore, the skin models and conditions used to evaluate the surfactants also vary widely. To date, no proper method for estimating the effects of individual surfactant factor (eg, charge, carbon chain length, and content) on the intrinsic properties of liposomes has yet been established. As a result, a rational approach for designing liposome formulations containing surfactants for skin delivery has not yet been fully described.

In this study, three types of liposome carriers neutral conventional liposomes (N-CLP), anionic transfersomes (A-TFS), and cationic transfersomes (C-TFS) were prepared as skin delivery carriers of MX. The vesicle composition ratio was obtained from a two-factor spherical second-order composite experimental design. The influences of the charge, carbon chain length, and content of surfactant on the physicochemical characteristics (ie, vesicle size, zeta potential, elasticity, and entrapment efficiency [EE]), morphology, in vitro skin permeation, and stability of the liposome formulation were evaluated. The possible mechanisms for the surfactant-enhanced skin permeability of MX-loaded liposomes were also investigated.

Materials and methods

Materials

Phosphatidylcholine (PC) from soybean (90%) was generously supplied by Lipoid GmbH (Ludwigshafen, Germany). Cholesterol (Chol) was purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries (Osaka, Japan). Butylpyridinium chloride, laurylpyridinium chloride, and cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) were purchased from MP Biomedicals (Santa Ana, California, USA). Sodium hexadecyl sulfate (SHS) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd (Tokyo, Japan). MX was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Production GmbH, (Buchs, Switzerland). All other chemicals used were of reagent grade and were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries.

Optimization of liposome formulation

The liposome formulation was composed of a constant concentration of PC (10 mM) as the vesicle-forming bilayer, and varying concentrations of Chol and surfactant as a membrane stabilizer and penetration enhancer, respectively. The concentrations of Chol and surfactant varied from 0%–90% molar ratios of PC to determine the optimal Chol and surfactant concentrations in the liposome formulation. Moreover, the MX concentration varied from 0%–20% weight/weight (w/w) of PC to maximize the drug loading in the liposome formulation. The maximum drug-loading capacity and molar turbidity of the liposome formulations were the selection criteria used to determine the optimal vesicle composition of the liposome formulation. Liposomes and transfersomes were prepared according to formulations obtained from a two-factor spherical-order composite experimental design. The optimal formulation was defined as the maximum flux value of MX permeating the skin for 12 hours. The dataNESIA program (v 3.2; Azbil Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was used to draw the response surfaces for each variable and predict the response variables (skin permeation flux) of the optimal formulations. Once the optimal formulation estimated with response surface method incorporating multivariate spline interpolation (RSM-S) was obtained, its reliability was evaluated using bootstrap resampling, which has been fully described previously. The vesicle composition ratio of the optimal formulation was used as the model composition ratio for further formulations.

Preparation of MX-loaded liposomes and MX suspensions

Three types of liposome carriers (N-CLP, A-TFS, and C-TFS) were prepared according to the vesicle composition ratio obtained from our optimization study. The chemical structures of the vesicle compositions are displayed in Figure 1. As shown in Table 1, vesicle formulations were prepared by the sonication method. Briefly, lipid mixtures of PC, Chol, surfactant, and MX were dissolved in chloroform/methanol (2:1 volume/volume [v/v] ratio), and the solvent was evaporated under a nitrogen gas stream. The lipid film was dried in a desiccator for 6 hours to remove the remaining solvent. The dried lipid film was hydrated with acetate buffer solution (pH 5.5). Vesicles were subsequently sonicated for 30 minutes using a bath-type sonicator (5510J-DTH; Branson Ultrasonics, Danbury, CT, USA), then sonicated a second time in an ice bath using a probe sonicator (Vibra-Cell™; Sonics and Materials, Inc., Newtown, CT, USA) for 30 minutes. The excess lipid composition was removed by centrifugation at 4°C and 15,000 rpm for 15 minutes, and the supernatant was collected. All formulations were freshly prepared or stored in air-tight containers at 4°C prior to further studies.

The MX suspension was prepared by adding MX to acetate buffer solution (pH 5.5) at a concentration ten times higher than the solubility of MX and stirring for 48 hours to ensure constant thermodynamic activity throughout the course of the permeation experiment. The concentration of MX in the suspension was determined, and the MX suspension was used as a control in the skin permeation experiment.
Vesicle size and zeta potential investigation

The average vesicle size (nm) and zeta potential (mV) of the vesicle formulations were measured by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) (Zetasizer Nano series; Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Twenty microliters of each vesicle formulation were diluted with 1,480 µL of deionized water. All measurements were performed at room temperature, at least three independent samples were collected, and the vesicle size and zeta potential were measured in triplicate.
The morphology of the liposomes was characterized using freeze-fractured transmission electron microscopy. A drop of sample solution placed on a small copper block was rapidly frozen in nitrogen slush, which was freshly prepared immediately prior to use by decompression in a vacuum chamber.\(^\text{19}\) The quenched sample was fractured in a freeze-fracture apparatus (JFD-9010; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). The fractured surface was rotary-shadowed with platinum-carbon at an angle of 10\(^\circ\), and the shadowed surface was coated with carbon. The freeze-fractured replica obtained was washed with chloroform/methanol (4:1 v/v ratio) and observed with a JEM-1400 transmission electron microscope (JEOL) equipped with a digital charge-coupled device camera (ES500W Erlangshen; Gatan, Inc., Pleasanton, CA, USA).

### Elasticity evaluation

The elasticity value of the lipid bilayer of the vesicles was directly proportional to \(J_X\)\(_{\text{flux}} \times (r_v/r_p)^2\):

\[
\text{Elasticity value (mg\cdot sec}^{-1} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2}) = J_X\)_{\text{flux}} \times \left(\frac{r_v}{r_p}\right)^2 ,
\]

where \(J_X\)\(_{\text{flux}}\) is the rate of penetration through a permeable barrier (mg\cdot sec}^{-1} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2}); \(r_v\) is the size of the vesicles after extrusion (nm); and \(r_p\) is the pore size of the barrier (nm).\(^\text{20}\) To measure \(J_X\)\(_{\text{flux}}\), the vesicles were extruded through a polycarbonate membrane (Nuclepore; GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Buckinghamshire, UK) with a pore diameter of 50 nm \(r_p\) at a pressure of 0.5 MPa. Five minutes after extrusion, the extrudate was weighed \(I_{\text{exudate}}\) and the average vesicle diameter \(r_v\) was measured by PCS.

### Drug EE (%EE)

The excess lipid composition was removed from the MX-loaded liposome formulation by centrifugation. The concentration of MX in the formulation was determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis after disruption of the vesicles with Triton\(^\text{®}\) X-100 (Amresco; Solon, Ohio, USA) (0.1% w/v) at a 1:1 volume ratio and diluted with phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4). The vesicle/Triton\(^\text{®}\) X-100 solution was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm at 4\(^\circ\)C for 10 minutes. The supernatant was filtered with a 0.45 \(\mu\)m nylon syringe filter. The EEs of the MX loaded in the formulations were calculated according to the following equation:

\[
\%EE = \left(\frac{C_L}{C_i}\right)\times 100,
\]

where \(C_L\) is the concentration of MX loaded in the formulation, as described above, and \(C_i\) is the initial concentration of MX added to the formulation.

### In vitro skin permeation studies

The shed skin of *Naja kaouthia* was used as a permeation model membrane because a previous study reported that it exhibits similar permeability to human skin.\(^\text{21}\) It was donated by the Queen Saovabha Memorial Institute, Thai Red Cross Society, Bangkok, Thailand. Whole snake skins were obtained immediately after shedding from five to seven different snakes. Each snake skin was divided into 10–12 pieces. The thickness of the shed snake skins was approximately 0.02–0.03 mm. They were stored at \(-10\)\(^\circ\)C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surfactant factor</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Lipid component (%w/v)</th>
<th>Acetate buffer (mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MX</td>
<td>PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>N-CLP</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-TFS</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-TFS</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon chain length</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>0% CPC</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10% CPC</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20% CPC</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29% CPC</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The concentration of PC in the formulation was fixed at 10 mM. C4, cationic surfactant with 4 carbons; C12, cationic surfactant with 12 carbons; C16, cationic surfactant with 16 carbons; A16, anionic surfactant with 16 carbons.

**Abbreviations:** A-TFS, anionic transfersomes; Chol, cholesterol; CPC, cetylpyridinium chloride; C-TFS, cationic transfersomes; MX, meloxicam; N-CLP, neutral conventional liposome; PC, phosphatidylcholine.
prior to use. After thawing, the skin was cut and then immediately placed on a side-by-side diffusion cell with an available diffusion area of 0.95 cm². The shed snake skin was mounted between the diffusion cells connected with a 32°C ± 1°C control temperature jacket. The stratum corneum (SC) side of the skin faced the donor chamber, which was filled with 3 mL of MX-loaded vesicle formulation and/or MX suspension. The receiving chamber was also filled with 3 mL of 0.1 M phosphate-buffered solution (pH 7.4) and stirred with a star-head magnetic stir bar driven by a synchronous motor. The sink condition in the receiving medium was determined in this study. At appropriate intervals of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 hours, 0.5 mL aliquots of the receiving medium were withdrawn and immediately replaced with an equal volume of fresh buffer solution. The concentration of drug in the receiving medium was analyzed by HPLC, and the cumulative amount (µg/cm²) was plotted against time. The steady-state flux value was determined as the slope of the linear portion of the plot.

**Stability evaluation**

The MX-loaded vesicle formulations were prepared (at least 400 samples) and kept in the glass bottles at 4°C for 200 bottles and 25°C for 200 bottles. The physicochemical stability of the MX-loaded vesicle formulations, such as vesicle size and zeta potential, were evaluated by PCS. The MX remaining in the formulation was determined by HPLC at days 1, 7, 15, 30, and 120. The results of the physicochemical characterization immediately after preparation (at day 1) were used as a control, and the MX entrapped in the formulation at day 1 was also normalized to 100%.

**HPLC analysis**

The MX concentration was analyzed by HPLC. All samples were stored at 4°C until analysis. The HPLC system comprised a SIL-20A autosampler, an LC-20AT liquid chromatograph, and an SPD-20AUV detector (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan). The analytical column was a YMC-Pack ODS-A (150×4.6 mm inner diameter, S-5; YMC Co., Ltd, Kyoto, Japan), and the mobile phase was composed of acetate buffer solution (pH 4.6)/methanol (50:50, v/v). The flow rate was set at 0.8 mL/minute, and the wavelength used was 272 nm. The calibration curve for MX was in the range of 1–50 µg/mL with a correlation coefficient of 0.999. The percent recovery ranged from 99.85%–100.30%, and the relative standard deviations for both the intraday and inter-day measurements were less than 2%.

The mechanisms of liposomes on skin permeation

Following the skin permeation experiment, the shed snake skin was washed with water, blotted dry, and stored in a desiccator. The spectrum of the skin sample was recorded in the range of 500–4,000 cm⁻¹ using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) (Nicolet 4700 spectrophotometer; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The FTIR spectra of the skin treated with the MX suspension was also recorded and used as a control. Thermal analysis of the shed snake skin following the permeation experiment, prepared using the same method used for the FTIR analysis, was performed with differential scanning calorimetry ([DSC] Pyris Sapphire DSC; PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). The skin sample (2 mg) was weighed into an aluminum seal pan and was heated from 0°C to 300°C at a heating rate of 10°C/minute. All DSC measurements were collected under a nitrogen atmosphere with a flow rate of 30 mL/minute. The DSC thermograms of the skin treated with the MX suspension was also recorded and used as a control.

The existence of intact vesicles in the release medium after the in vitro skin permeation study was characterized by PCS. Moreover, the release medium following the in vitro skin permeation study was also characterized for PC using a Phosphatidylcholine Assay Kit (Cat No.83377; Abcam®, Cambridge, UK), and the compositions of the intact liposomes or non-intact vesicles in the release medium were determined.

**Data analysis**

The data are reported as the means ± standard error (n=3–6), and statistical analysis of the data was carried out using one-way analysis of variance followed by the Student’s t-test. A P-value of less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

**Results and discussion**

**Optimal liposome formulation**

Based on its maximum drug-loading capacity and molar turbidity, the vesicle formulation composed of over 40% Chol and surfactant likely reassembled to a mixed micelle structure. Liposomes and mixed micelle structures display different intrinsic characteristics, resulting in significantly different influences on skin delivery. A concentration of 10% MX was determined to be the maximum loading capacity in the vesicle formulation. Thus, it was concluded that 0–40%mol Chol and surfactant and 10%mol MX-loaded vesicle formulations were desirable for further optimization to develop model vesicle
formulations. The 12 model formulations obtained from the two-factor spherical second-order composite experimental design were formulated and evaluated based on the original data set using RSM-S. A response surface and its reliability for the flux variable of the model formulation are illustrated in Figure 2. The search direction for the response variables was set to produce a high flux value. Moreover, to confirm the accuracy and reliability of the optimal formulation estimated using RSM-S, the optimal formulation was confirmed by experiment. It was found that the skin permeation flux value predicted by the RSM-S (predicted flux =0.31 µg/cm²/hour) was very close to the experimental value (0.31±0.6 µg/cm²/hour). This high reliability suggested that the vesicle composition ratio of the optimal formulation (PC/Chol/surfactant/MX 0.77%:0.04%:0.10%:0.07% w/v ratio) could be used as the model formulation ratio in further experiments. Moreover, the morphology of the three-dimensional optimal model formulation was further observed using freeze-fractured transmission electron microscopy to determine the details of the vesicular morphology. Nano-sized, smooth surfaces and spherical vesicles were observed, as depicted in Figure 3.

Effect of surfactant charge

The physicochemical characteristics of the A-TFS, N-CLP, and C-TFS outlined in Table 2 reveal that the addition of anionic surfactant, ie, SHS in A-TFS, and cationic surfactant, ie, CPC in C-TFS, produced significant differences in vesicle size (nm), zeta potential (mV), elasticity (mg·sec⁻¹·cm⁻²) and EE (%) compared with N-CLP. A-TFS displayed a large vesicle size (∼164 nm) with a negative charge (∼−60.8 mV). In contrast, C-TFS exhibited a small vesicle size (∼90 nm) with a positive charge (∼+48.3 mV). Moreover, the elasticity and EE of both types of transfersome (A-TFS and C-TFS) were higher than that of N-CLP. The neutralization of the anionic drug (MX) and cationic vesicles (C-TFS) may have resulted in smaller vesicle sizes due to a reduction in the repulsive forces in the C-TFS bilayer. In contrast, the synergistic effects of the anionic drug (MX) and anionic vesicles (A-TFS) may have resulted in large vesicle sizes due to the induction of repulsive forces in the A-TFS bilayer. The vesicle formulations were composed of neutral material, ie, Chol, and positively and negatively charged surfactants, ie, CPC and SHS, respectively. Under the experimental condition of pH 5.5, the isoelectric point (PI) of PC (PI =6) was higher than the pH. However, the PI of MX (PI =2.6) was lower than the pH. Therefore, PC and MX displayed a net positive charge and a net negative charge, respectively. Thus,
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Table 2 Effect of the surfactant on vesicle size, zeta potential, elasticity and entrapment efficiency of the vesicle formulation (mean ± standard error)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of surfactant charge</th>
<th>Vesicle size (nm)</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
<th>Elasticity (mg·sec⁻¹·cm⁻²)</th>
<th>Entrapment efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-TFS</td>
<td>164.3±3.2</td>
<td>-60.8±0.51</td>
<td>19.2±1.68</td>
<td>54.1±0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-CLP</td>
<td>108.8±10.6</td>
<td>1.3±1.01</td>
<td>11.6±1.64</td>
<td>26.3±0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-TFS</td>
<td>90.6±9.2</td>
<td>48.3±0.67</td>
<td>88.7±0.98</td>
<td>68.06±0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effect of surfactant carbon chain length

| C4                        | 113.3±3.5        | 10.9±3.21          | 120.1±2.87                  | 9.92±0.41                  |
| C12                       | 94.5±2.0         | 26.9±2.63          | 108.7±1.74                  | 46.1±0.29                  |
| C16                       | 90.6±9.2         | 48.3±0.67          | 88.7±0.98                   | 68.06±0.84                 |

Effect of surfactant content

| 0% CPC                     | 108.8±10.6       | 1.3±1.01           | 11.6±1.64                   | 26.3±0.26                  |
| 10% CPC                    | 78.8±9.2         | 36.6±1.37          | 23.6±2.40                   | 29.5±0.98                  |
| 20% CPC                    | 81.6±1.0         | 39.7±3.98          | 52.6±1.32                   | 47.25±0.67                 |
| 29% CPC                    | 90.6±9.2         | 48.3±0.67          | 88.7±0.98                   | 68.06±0.84                 |

The net charges of A-TFS, N-CLP, and C-TFS were negative, neutral, and positive, respectively, as a result of the intrinsic properties of their surfactants and the total net charge of the lipid composition. SHS and CPC exhibit a high radius of curvature, which can destabilize and increase the deformability of the vesicle bilayer, thus increasing its fluidity or elasticity. The carbon chain lengths of CPC and SHS were the same, but C-TFS exhibited a stronger interaction with the bilayer than SHS due to its significantly higher elasticity. This result suggests that the hydrophilic head group of the surfactant directly affects the elasticity of the vesicle bilayer. The beneficial roles of SHS and CPC within transfersomes were readily apparent, as the intrinsic properties of the surfactants led to the increased solubility of MX in the vesicle bilayer and therefore EE values for A-TFS and C-TFS that were significantly higher than that of N-CLP. Our results were consistent with a previous study that demonstrated that the EE of a drug in phosphatidylethanolamine vesicles is significantly increased when sodium stearate (anionic surfactant) is incorporated into the vesicles.

Effect of surfactant carbon chain length

The physicochemical characteristics of MX-loaded vesicle formulations containing short-chain (butylpyridinium chloride [C4]), medium-chain (laurylpyridinium chloride [C12]) and long-chain (eetylpyridinium chloride [C16]) carbons are shown in Table 2. The vesicle size and elasticity decreased slightly with increasing carbon chain length in the order of C4, C12, and C16. The vesicle size and elasticity decreased approximately 20% and 26%, respectively, as C4 was substituted by C16. Surfactants with longer carbon chains may increase vesicle rigidity by inserting deeper into the bilayer; thus, increasing the carbon chain length led to decreased vesicle size. Meanwhile, the vesicle size and zeta potential of liposomes containing 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine ([DMPC] C14), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (C16), and 1,2-disteroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine ([DSPC] C18) and loaded with midazolam or propofol were not significantly influenced by the lipids having the same head group. These results suggest that varying trends in vesicle size may be influenced by the hydrophilic head group of the surfactant and the method of preparation. The zeta potential increased significantly with increasing carbon chain length in the order of C4, C12, and C16, with an increase of approximately 77% when C4 was substituted with C16. These results could be due to the intrinsic properties of each surfactant. The hydrophobicity of long-chain carbons is greater than that of short-chain carbons, and long-chain carbons could have led to increased solubility of the surfactant molecule in the PC bilayer. The amount of long-chain carbons in the PC bilayer was greater than the amount of short-chain carbons, and long-chain carbons might therefore exhibit stronger electrostatic interactions and zeta potentials than short-chain carbons. The elasticity of the vesicle increased in the order of C16, C12, and C4. These results are consistent with the findings of Park et al, in which the elasticity was observed to increase with decreasing carbon chain length (increased in the order of C22, C18, C12, and C8). Because long-chain carbons exhibit strong hydrophobic interactions with PC, the PC bilayer of the vesicles becomes tighter. Long-chain carbons decrease the
elastin of the vesicle through their deep insertion into the PC bilayer. Furthermore, short-chain carbons increase the elasticity of the vesicle through their shallow insertion into the PC bilayer. Therefore, the EE significantly increased with increasing carbon chain length in the order of C4, C12, and C16, with an ~85% increase when C4 was substituted with C16. These results are consistent with Ali et al, who demonstrated that an increase in carbon chain length led to an increase in the encapsulation of hydrophobic drugs, such as propofol and midazolam, into vesicles. Increasing the carbon chain length was also found to increase the encapsulation of water-insoluble drugs, such as ibuprofen, into vesicles in the order of DMPC (C14); DSPC (C18); and dilignoceroyl PC (C24). The increase in the EE values of long-chain carbons could be attributed to the increased hydrophobic area within the PC bilayer.

**Effect of surfactant content**

The physicochemical characteristics of MX-loaded vesicles composed of varying contents of surfactant, including the control (0% CPC) and low (10% CPC), medium (20% CPC), and high (29% CPC) surfactant contents, are shown in Table 2. The vesicle size and zeta potential tended to increase slightly, while the elasticity and EE significantly increased in the order of 10% CPC, 20% CPC, and 29% CPC. The vesicle size, zeta potential, elasticity, and EE increased by approximately 13%, 23%, 73%, and 56%, respectively, when 10% CPC was substituted with 29% CPC. The trends in increasing vesicle size, zeta potential, elasticity, and EE were recognized as intrinsic properties of the surfactant. Liu et al demonstrated that an increase in the biosurfactant produced by some Bacillus subtilis strains from 0.05–0.24 mg/mL resulted in a decrease in the vesicle size of soy PC liposomes. However, Mohammed et al demonstrated that an increase in stearylamine (cationic surfactant) from 1–6 µM resulted in an increase in the vesicle size of egg PC liposome. The insertion of surfactant into the vesicle bilayer can increase its curvature and result in decreased vesicle size. However, the net effect on vesicle size in the present study was influenced by other factors. In addition to the method of preparation, the drug loading in the vesicle bilayer may result in increased vesicle size, as confirmed by the study of Mohammed et al.

**In vitro skin permeation**

Figure 4 shows the graphic plot of the cumulative skin permeation per unit area and the steady-state flux of various MX-loaded vesicle formulations over an incubation period of 2–12 hours. The skin permeabilities (skin permeation profile and steady-state flux) of A-TFS and C-TFS were not significantly different, while the skin permeabilities of the charged transfersomes were significantly greater than those of the non-charged liposomes (N-CLP). The steady state flux of A-TFS and C-TFS were significantly higher than N-CLP, at approximately 58% and 63%, respectively. The surfactants SHS and CPC in A-TFS and C-TFS can open the dense keratin structures in corneocytes, and both anionic and cationic surfactants swell the SC and interact with the intercellular keratin, thus increasing the skin permeation of various drugs (e.g., hydrocortisone, lidocaine). Surfactants can interact with...

---

Figure 4: The influence of (A) surfactant charge, (B) surfactant carbon chain length, and (C) surfactant content on the skin permeation profile and the steady-state flux of the vesicle formulation (n=3). *is statistical significance (P-value <0.05).

**Abbreviations:** A-TFS, anionic transfersomes; CPC, cetylpyridinium chloride; C-TFS, cationic transfersomes; h, hour; N-CLP, neutral conventional liposomes.
skin constituents in many ways. For example, surfactants are widely known to interact with proteins, and thus can inactivate enzymes and bind strongly within the SC. They can swell the SC (most likely by uncoiling the keratin fiber and altering the α-helices to a β-sheet conformation) and are able to modify the binding of water to the SC. Anionic surfactant-treated SC is somewhat brittle, possibly due to the extraction of natural moisturizing factor. Cationic surfactants are also able to extract lipids from the SC and can disrupt the lipid bilayer packing within the tissue.26 Clearly, cationic surfactants cause a greater increase in the steady-state flux of MX than anionic surfactants, which, in turn, cause a greater increase in the flux than N-CLP. Ashton et al26 compared the effects of dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (as cationic surfactant), sodium laurel sulfate (as anionic surfactant), and dodecyl alcohol (Brij 36T) (as non-ionic surfactant) on the in vitro flux of methyl nicotinamide across excised human skin and reported that permeation enhancement occurred in the following order: cationic, anionic, neutral. However, Brij 36T was shown to exert a small effect on the permeability but a more immediate effect on skin permeation.29 This result revealed that the anionic and/or cationic surfactants significantly affected the skin permeation of MX across the skin by swelling the SC and interacting with intercellular keratin. However, the crossing of transfersomes across the skin was attributed to the high deformability of these specialized vesicles due to the accumulation of these single-chain surfactants at sites of high stress as a result of their increased propensity to form high-curvature structures. This rearrangement was claimed to reduce the energy required for deformation; the stress was reportedly produced upon drying of the vesicles, which, being flexible, were able to follow the transdermal hydration gradient.7

In our study, the skin permeability of the transfersomes increased when the carbon chain length of the surfactant increased. The skin permeability of the vesicle formulation increased with increasing chain length in the order C4, C12, and C16. The skin permeability of C16 was significantly greater than C4, with an approximately 17% increase when C4 was substituted with C16. These results are consistent with a previous study,31 which demonstrated that, as the carbon chain length in the vesicle increased from C7 to C12, the permeation of naloxone increased. Ogiso and Shintani revealed that C12–C14 were the most effective carbon chain lengths used in increasing the permeation of propranolol.32 Duangjit et al reported that C18–C24 were more effective than C32 in the permeation of MX.18 Short-chain carbons may suffer from insufficient lipophilicity for skin permeation, whereas longer-chain fatty acids might have much higher affinities for lipids in the SC, thereby hindering their permeation. Our study suggests that C16 possesses an optimal balance between partition coefficient and affinity to the skin. The results revealed that skin permeability is also affected by the carbon chain length of the surfactant.

The surfactant content affected skin permeability, with the skin permeability of the transfersomes increasing with increasing surfactant content. The skin permeability of the vesicle formulation increased in the order 0% CPC, 10% CPC, 20% CPC, and 29% CPC. The skin permeabilities of the 29% CPC, 20% CPC, and 10% CPC formulations were significantly higher than that of 0% CPC, by approximately 63%, 41%, and 35%, respectively. This result reveals that the surfactant content significantly affected the skin permeability of the vesicle formulation due to the intrinsic properties of the surfactant (CPC), as reported above.

The present studies demonstrated that the surfactant factor (ie, charge, carbon chain length, and content of surfactant) directly affected the skin permeability of MX.

**Stability evaluation**

The physicochemical stabilities of MX-loaded vesicle formulations from day 1 to day 120 at 4°C and 25°C were evaluated for recommended storage conditions. After storage at 4°C for 30 days, the MX content had slightly decreased but remained at 90% of the initial formulation. After storage at 25°C for 30 days, the MX remaining in nearly all of the formulations had decreased slightly but remained at 90% and 80% of the initial formulation, respectively. However, after storage at 4°C and 25°C for 120 days, the MX remaining in nearly all of the formulations had decreased by approximately 70%–80% and 80%–90% from the initial formulation, respectively (Figure 5). The physicochemical stabilities (ie, vesicle size and zeta potential) of the vesicle formulations were not significantly different between the experimental temperatures of 4°C and 25°C over a period of 30 days. The physicochemical stabilities of nearly all of the vesicle formulations exhibited similar trends to the MX-remaining results, indicating the good physicochemical stability of our vesicle formulations at 4°C for 30 days as well as at 25°C for 15 days. In our study, the addition of Chol was essential to the vesicle formulation, which can be attributed to Chol’s stabilizing effects.9,33,34 The physicochemical stability of the vesicle formulation was not significantly different between the experimental temperatures of 4°C and 25°C over 30 days, while the physicochemical stability of the vesicle formulation at the two experimental temperatures (ie, 4°C and 25°C) was significantly different between day 1 and
day 120 of storage. Therefore, the storage duration was the primary factor affecting the physicochemical stability of the vesicle formulation in this study. The recommended storage conditions for the vesicle formulation are therefore 4°C for 30 days and/or 25°C for 15 days.

The mechanisms of liposomes on skin permeation
Changes in the ultra-structures of the intercellular lipids occurred following the treatment of skin with the vesicle formulation, as shown in the FTIR spectra and DSC thermograms (Figure 6). The FTIR peaks from the absorption-broadened C–H (CH₂) symmetric and asymmetric stretches are near 2,850 cm⁻¹ and 2,920 cm⁻¹, respectively. These peaks in the FTIR spectra of the skin treated with the vesicle formulation shifted from 2,850 cm⁻¹ to 2,850.7–2,851.3 cm⁻¹ and from 2,920 cm⁻¹ to 2,920.3–2,920.9 cm⁻¹, respectively. Meanwhile, the DSC thermograms also displayed peak shifts, from 231.72°C for the skin sample treated with the MX suspension (control) to a lower transition temperature for the skin sample treated with the vesicle formulations. The SC lipid of the skin sample existed in the liquid state. The shifted peak of the skin samples were in range of 229.18°C–230.53°C, depending on vesicle formulation.

Figure 5 The influence of (A) surfactant charge, (B) surfactant carbon chain length, and (C) surfactant content on the remaining MX at different days (n=3).
Notes: [ ] day 1; [ ] day 7; [ ] day 15; [ ] day 30; [ ] day 120.
Abbreviations: A-TFS, anionic transfersomes; C-TFS, cationic transfersomes; MX, meloxicam; N-CLP, neutral conventional liposomes; CPC, cetylpyridinium chloride.
Figure 6  The influence of (A) surfactant charge, (B) surfactant carbon chain length, and (C) surfactant content of the shed snake skin after skin permeation.

Notes: (a) Fourier transform infrared spectra; (b) differential scanning calorimetry thermograms.

Abbreviations: A-TFS, anionic transfersomes; CPC, cetylpyridinium chloride; C-TFS, cationic transfersomes; N-CLP, neutral conventional liposomes.
transitions of the skin. The present study suggested that the SC lipid arrangement of the skin sample treated with the vesicle formulation was disrupted by altering the fluidity or flexibility of the SC lipids. The interruption of the SC lipids by vesicle formulation or by the vesicle components caused an increase in the skin permeability of MX; the FTIR spectra and DSC thermograms also support the conclusions of this in vitro skin permeation study.

The vesicles may adsorb to the SC surface with subsequent transfer of the drug directly from the vesicles to the skin, or the vesicles may fuse and mix with the SC lipid matrix, increasing drug partitioning into the skin. Our results indicate that the vesicles can be taken into the skin but cannot penetrate through the intact, healthy SC; instead, they dissolve and form a unit membrane structure with the skin sample, as evidenced by the alteration and rearrangement of the lipid structures of the skin sample treated with the vesicles, as revealed by FTIR and DSC characterization (Figure 6).

Conclusion
In this study, surfactant charge, surfactant carbon chain length, and surfactant content directly affected the physicochemical characteristics of vesicles and their skin permeability. The incorporation of a high content (29%) of cationic surfactant (CPC) with a long-chain carbon (C16) into the vesicle formulation improved the skin permeability of MX. The optimal formulation comprised PC/Chol/CPC/MX in a 0.77%:0.04%:0.10%:0.07% w/v ratio and is recommended as the optimal liposome for the skin delivery of MX. The possible mechanisms by which these liposomes improved the skin delivery of MX encompassed the penetration-enhancing mechanism and the vesicle adsorption to and/or fusion with the SC. Our findings provide useful fundamental information for the development and design of novel liposome formulations for enhancing the TDD of lipophilic drugs.
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